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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Seamless access to information in a rapidly globalizing world demands for availability of information across, ideally all but at the
least a large number of, languages. Machine translation has been
proposed as a technological solution to this complex problem. However, despite seven decades of research, and recently seen rapid
progress in the field - thanks to deep learning and availability of
large data-sets, perfect machine translation across a large number
of the world’s languages still remains elusive. In fact, it is a distant and perhaps even an impossible goal. Erroneous translations,
on the other hand, can be detrimental in critical situations such
as talking to a law enforcement officer; or, they could potentially
perpetuate social biases or stereotypes, for instance, by producing
mis-gendered translations. In this work, we argue that language
translation is inherently a socio-technical system, which has to be
viewed, studied, and optimized for, as such. The need and context
of translation, the socio-demographic factors behind the human
translators as well as the consumers of the translated content affect
the complexity of the translation system, as much as the accuracy
of the technology and its interface. Through a series of case studies
on mixed-initiative interaction based approach to translation, we
bring out the various socio-technical factors and their complex
interactions that one has to bear in mind while designing for the
ideal human-machine translation systems. Through these observations, we make multiple recommendations which, at the core,
suggest that "solving" translation in the real sense would require
more coordinated efforts between the technical (NLP) and social
communities (HCI + CSCW + DEV).

• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools;
Natural language interfaces; Collaborative and social computing
systems and tools; Empirical studies in HCI .
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1

INTRODUCTION

Translation is key to making content available to different language
communities around the world. It attempts to solve one of the
central problems of a world with diverse set of languages, namely
Information Exchange [45]. Translation is a crucial requirement for
international trade[13], diplomatic relations, tourism [103], law [94],
and crisis situations [76]. Historically, translations have been carried out by expert or professional translators who are not only
proficient bilingual speakers but are also trained on the specific
nuances of conducting translations. Recently, great progress has
been made in automating translations by learning rules/functions
over existing data that has been manually translated by humans.
This area of work, called Machine Translation (MT), was one of the
first problems researched within the artificial intelligence community [43] and has seen a recent resurgence with the amount of data
and compute available at hand. As a result, the current translation
industry is shaped by both human and machine translation, with
the latter frequently used to aid human translators by providing
automated translation suggestions. There is an ecosystem of interdependence as even machines also require human assistance in
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Figure 1: Socio-Technical Challenges of Machine Translation include both social and technical challenges as well as
challenges that arise from the interaction between the two.

form of vast volumes of manually translated data, which is critical
for building state-of-the-art machine translation systems. Most of
the research and practice as of now is aimed at improving translation quality while simultaneously increasing translator productivity
and the overall efficiency of the translation process.
The task of translation while an inherently technical problem,
has several societal implications [14, 94]. There are several social
challenges which are required for the translation problem to be really "solved" (Figure 1). To highlight the issues, consider communitybased translations [77]: the current (human and machine) translation setup is disproportionately favorable for languages with
abundant data and expert translators. When combined with the fact
that information is currently being churned out at a rapid rate, the
current translation system is not scalable, especially since there are
very few incentives to have such content translated at a worldwide
level in a coordinated manner. This places such communities at a serious disadvantage, and at the opposite end of the spectrum where
critical information is not sufficiently disseminated. However, such
concerns are increasingly being addressed by community-driven
efforts in which the incentives are frequently at a more personal or
communal level rather than monetary ones. For example, in several
of the community Q&A platforms such as StackOverflow or Quora,
there are personal incentives of getting visibility as an expert in an
area.
Whereas in the case of wiki platforms like Wikipedia, which
mainly rely on anonymous contributions, the incentives are at a
community level such as adding topics and notable people within
their community and translating articles for their own languages [56].
Aside from these long-term efforts, there have been communitydriven efforts in emergency crisis situations where information
that is updated on a daily basis must be swiftly translated into
several languages for widespread dissemination. In most situations,
translation needs were routinely outsourced to bilingual speakers.
Such setups have have shown to be effective in prior crisis situations such as during natural calamities like earthquakes on the
Island of Hispaniola and Japan [15, 63] as well as during outbreaks
such as CoVID [8] and Ebola [11]. While community-driven efforts
are becoming more common in the space of translation, obtaining
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Figure 2: Language Translation as a Socio-Technical System
where there is a continuous interaction between Tasks, People, Structure and Technology (Machine Translation).

translations from amateur translators can have quality concerns
and can be considerably slower to procure than their professional
counterparts. Although community-driven efforts in translations
rely on the amateur translators, there is a necessity for the transmission of reliable information as well as a need for a quick turnaround.
Thus, the process of translation is increasingly complex with
a number of stakeholders in the process and hence merits to be
looked at and solved as a socio-technical problem. In fact, as can
be seen in Figure 2, translation consists of all the four pillars which
constitute the framework of a socio-technical system [18, 61]. While
fluent and coherent translations can be achieved through machine
translation, context is difficult to capture as it is often situated.
Machine-generated translations, for example, can be used for fairly
benign tasks such as ordering food or in high-stakes situations such
as interacting with law enforcement. Such a wide range of context variations necessitates varying levels of translation delivery
(Task). The organizational framework for obtaining translations
may also differ significantly. It might be a structured setup, such as
through a language service provider (LSP), or it can be in a more democratized way, such as community translators working for crisis
assistance and projects like Wikipedia (Structure). The process of
translations has two primary stakeholders (i) translators, who carry
out the translation, and (ii) users, who consume the translation.
It is important to cater to the needs and expectations of each of
these stakeholders (People). And finally, the underlying translation
technology utilized can vary significantly, ranging from early rulebased systems through statistical MT and the most recent neural
MT systems (Technology). There is no silver bullet that can help
in navigating such a complex setup; however, previous approaches
to such problems where humans and technology frequently interact have tried incorporating mixed-initiative techniques [42].
Mixed-initiative interaction refers to a flexible interaction strategy in which each agent (human or computer) contributes what
it is best suited at the most appropriate time. Mixed-Initiative approaches have been much discussed in the field of translation [47].
Machines are good at recognizing patterns and have substantial
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amounts of memory and computing resources for large-scale processing. However, MT systems have not yet reached the levels of
cognitive reasoning or pragmatic understanding to match that of
humans [85]. Humans, though capable of performing these tasks
efficiently in terms of reasoning and contextual understanding, can
find them extremely laborious and tedious making such a setup
expensive and tough to scale. Hence, there is a need for interactions
to be designed to enhance the productivity of translators as well as
optimize the quality of translations. While previous applications of
mixed-initiative strategy have revolved around solving the technical issues in translation, we believe that it can be immensely helpful
in tackling some of the social challenges as well.
In this paper, we investigate further into the role played by
mixed-initiative approaches to help address some of the social challenges of machine translation. We explore this through the lens of
different use cases which are set in varied contexts and have unique
social challenges associated with them. These use-cases include
enhancing the productivity of amateur translators, crowd-sourcing
for translation data in low-resource languages, and incorporating
visual context during translation and localization. All these three
contexts are very different in the kind of community which participates or the stakeholders involved, the incentives provided as
well as the output of the effort. We build mixed-initiative systems
adapted to each of these use-cases individually and conduct preliminary need-finding interviews and pilot user studies to get feedback
on them. It is important to understand how these deployments
can affect each community and how can we improve on providing better interfaces for conducting translations in an effective
manner. Through this work, we hope to make the community at
large aware of how translation is a socio-technical problem that
requires solving both technical and social challenges at multiple
levels. Mixed-initiative translations have recently gained attention
as it is repeatedly echoed within the translation community that
MT cannot reach human parity on its own and would always require human-in-the-loop mechanisms [59].1 Through the diverse
set of systems we have built and preliminary studies we have conducted, we propose that in addition to aiding with the standard
technical challenges which (machine) translation already faces,
mixed-initiative translations can be an effective strategy at mitigating several of the social challenges as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 describes sociotechnical systems and mixed-initiative translations in detail along
with the previous efforts in the space. We also discuss the current
capabilities and drawbacks of human and machine translation respectively to set the context for our work. This is followed by 3
sections: (§3 contains a detailed study which led to design explorations in §4 & §5) each of which covers a use case with a unique
socio-technical scenario where mixed-initiative translation can help.
For each use case, we discuss the challenges faced, the previous
approaches used, our approach, and the feedback from the intended
audience. Based on our observations and interviews, we provide
some suggestions and recommendations in §6 which may help
1 Despite

some success in achieving human parity in MT [41] which in general works
in specific scenarios and test data.
2 Figure
taken from https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/book/theencyclopedia-of-human-computer-interaction-2nd-ed/socio-technical-systemdesign
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Figure 3: The different levels of a socio-technical system
for computing, the dependence between those levels and
the performance gain by incorporating each additional level
into a system. 2
towards solving translation in a socio-technical sense and being
inclusive of all the stakeholders involved in this process. We finally
conclude the paper in §7.

2 BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
2.1 Socio-Technical Systems
The notion of Socio-Technical System (STS) was introduced in the
1950s by the Tavistock Institute for manufacturing cases where the
introduction of technology often collided with those of local communities, in their case, workers in English coal mines. This concept
was later adopted into the computing literature to keep a check on
the ethical use of computers [80]. When it comes to computing, the
field started as a hardware problem and thereafter slowly including software which allowed for flexibility of interactions between
different hardware. With the advent of the personal computing era,
“people" started getting added to this equation so as to optimize
for better user experience and interaction leading to the formation
of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) as a distinct discipline. As
computing started pervading human lives and further affecting
the community as a whole, it has essentially become an STS. To
formally define STS in the context of computing, it is an isomorphic
interplay between engineering, information, psychological, and
sociological systems to achieve a greater objective (translation, in
this case) [98]. Each of these systems is dependent on the other,
and failure in any part of these individual systems can significantly
impact the ecosystem and can lead to failure of reaching the desired
goal [12]. Figure 3 shows how each of these systems is dependent
on the other and with added requirements are able to incorporate
better contexts and thereby impart better performance. However,
although several of the computing systems such as software industries are considered STS, Ackerman [2] describes how there
still exists a socio-technical gap between what computers do and
what society wants [22]. STS have also been studied in the more
fine-grained framework of "Web of System Performance" (WOSP)
which constitutes of parameters like security, extendibility, reliability, flexibility, functionality, usability, connectivity, privacy [98].
For the scope of this work, we do not look at WOSP for translation.
Most discussed examples of STSs in computing include where
computers are being used as a social medium aka social computing.
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Human Translation
Strengths

Machine Translation
Limitations

Strengths

Limitations

Contextual and Pragmatic

High Skilled Labor

Very fast, scalable and on-call

Literal Translations

Humans are adept at reasoning
and understanding the situation
where a particular translation is
required. For instance, differentiating between when translation is required for a informal context such
as messaging vs. a formal context
like writing an email or a book.

Human translators not only have
to be bilingual speakers but should
undergo appropriate translation related training in order to perform
accurate translation. Often the professional translators use software
to enhance their productivity and
hence also require training for that.

Given the memory and computing resources which these translation systems possess, the translations produced by these systems
are done so with minimal latency.
Moreover, translations can be generated at scale with minimal supervision from humans.

Often by the virtue of automated
translations being used in scenarios which require factual translations, they lack the capability to
produce creative translations required for original work. This is
mostly due to factual data being
used to train such systems.

Knowledge Aware

Slow and Unscalable

Several Languages

Massive Training Data

Humans possess world knowledge and have real-life experiences at their disposal which helps
greatly while carrying out translations. This can include awareness of proper nouns and other
factual/world knowledge which
makes the translation more robust
and less prone to such errors.

As the translation process has several components ranging all the
way from processing documents
and assigning translators to ensuring quality of translations, the process is slow. For the millions of documents which need to translated
even at the sake of quality, such a
process is not easily scalable.

Once there are significant amount
of parallel sentences in one direction, MT systems can be designed to produce translations to
and fro from any combination of
languages. This is unlike human
translations which require fluent
bilingual speakers to be able to
translate.

MT systems in the current scenario require humongous amount
of training data in order to generate fluent and coherent translations. NMT requires upwards of a
100k parallel sentences and SMT requires at least 10k sentences. This
means that developing MT system
is not feasible for most languages.

Metaphor Understanding

Expensive

Diverse outputs

Biased and Non-explainable

Humans are good at understanding certain complex nuances of
languages such as idioms, puns,
metaphors, lingos. Not only can
these not be literally translated
to another language, but doing so
can even result in culturally nonrelevant or possibly offensive translations.

Given that translation is conducted
by highly-skilled translators, the
process is often expensive. Translations are usually billed at per-word
basis and thus can be costly to scale.
Recently, this issue is addressed by
crowd-sourcing translations which
can be far cheaper but might comprise on quality.

Language is inherently divergent,
and there are several ways of translating the same sentence. MT systems can easily enumerate all possible options to show the most plausible translations. Depending on
the metric we are targeting such
as adequacy/ or accuracy, different
translations can be generated.

MT systems learn from real-world
data which can be demographically
skewed and hence can have biases
which result in harmful or possibly offensive translations. This is
further amplified by neural models which are hard to interpret and
hence have constraints on how outputs can be modified.

Table 1: The strengths and limitations of Human and Machine Translation respectively. Most of these strengths and limitations between human and machine translation are complementary to each other, providing room for building better synergy
between humans and machines.

These include emails, chatbots, e-commerce, blogs, wiki articles, social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and even search
engines. When it comes to translations, they impact the daily livelihood of people and communities around the world and can often
result in unintended consequences. Byrne [14] thoroughly discusses
the consequences of translations in the legal, political and commercial contexts through multiple examples as well as talks about the
translator’s liability in these cases [33]. In a more positive light, as
already mentioned, the advent of web technologies is allowing for
community-level translations albeit with several social challenges
associated with it [77].

2.2

Mixed-Initiative Translations

Human and machine translation have various strengths and weaknesses, and combining them can result in more efficient and highquality translations. To accomplish so, it is necessary to understand
what humans and computers are capable of individually, as well as
how both may contribute to various elements of translation. [32].

Table 1 compares the strengths and limitations of human and machine translations. This allows us to see how an effective synergy
may be formed between the two.
One way to achieve this synergy is to use interactive interfaces
for translations, where machine translation techniques can assist
with generating suggestions for human translators. Several efforts
have been made to build interactive interfaces, primarily focused on
two approaches to mixed-initiative translations: (i) post-editing or
post-correction of translations, and (ii) directing MT systems using
human input. Post-editing was one of the first ways of bridging
human & machine translation and is currently the most widely
used form of assisted translations available on translation softwares. Post-editing is the process where humans edit a machinegenerated translation to the nearest acceptable form [5]. Although
post-editing is the easiest form of interaction, the efficacy of this
process is heavily debated [38, 39, 58, 60]. As language is inherently
divergent, an alternate translation to the sentence instead of the
suggested translation would necessitate considerable corrections,
to the point where providing it would be useless. However, recent
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work has focused on the machine-in-the-loop approach (rather than
human-in-the-loop in the case of post-editing), where the machine
provides a supporting role to the process of translation. ITS [68]
first proposed this mechanism due to the abysmal quality of machine translation at that time. Since then, there have been several
tools developed in the context of translating webpages [30, 52] and
independent systems such as Transtype [27, 57], CASMACAT [4],
LILT [37], and Intelligo [23]. With the introduction of neural machine translation (Seq2Seq [10] and Transformers [93]), constrained
decoding is a commonly used method for providing such suggestions [49, 84, 99, 106]. Several studies have been conducted to understand the efficacy of this approach [32, 37, 50, 66]. They suggest
that interactive approaches such as post-editing and interactive
suggestions reduces translation time, increases quality, primes the
translator, and reduces drafting requirements significantly.

3

I: ENHANCING PRODUCTIVITY OF
AMATEUR TRANSLATORS

Machine-aided Translation has long been an area of research due
to the complementary qualities of human and machine translation.
However, they have almost always been considered mostly from the
aspect of increasing productivity for professional human translators. However, as community-based translations grow, considerable
efforts are required to assist amateur translators by providing translation suggestions, especially in multiple languages. This can help
translations to be produced at a faster rate, enabling for, for example,
emergency information during a crisis to be swiftly disseminated
across the community.

3.1

Background

Pratham Books is a non-profit organization that publishes affordable, quality books for children. It has published over 200 original
titles in 280 languages and reached over 14 million children. In
order to publish stories at this scale, and given that it is a non-profit
initiative, they heavily rely on the community translators who are
bilingual speakers without any required training as that of a professional translator. Pratham Books employs an interface called
StoryWeaver3 which helps in coordinating story-book writing and
translations over the large set of books and languages. Once a storybook is written, community translators from different languages
will take up the task of translating it to the languages they wish.
These community translators include schoolteachers, community
organizers, or individual benefactors working for the cause of their
native language.
While using MT-generated translations straightaway is an obvious solution, it does not work in the intended manner. The key
problems in this scenario are that (i) there are 280 languages that
require to be translated, and the quality of MT systems quickly
deteriorates after the top 10 languages, and (ii) that Pratham Books
primarily has storybooks that require contextual and creative translation as opposed to literal translations generated by MT systems.
However, these machine-generated translations can be provided as
suggestions and cues which can help with boosting their productivity and quality margins significantly.
3 https://storyweaver.org.in/
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3.2

Challenges

To come up with a solution to this problem, we first identified the
unique set of both technical and social challenges that Pratham
Books faced. These need-finding interviews were crucial to understanding the key pain points while translators carry out their tasks
and how a new interactive system can address those in an optimal
manner.
• Amateur Translators – The Storyweaver interface of Pratham
Books works on the shoulders of community translators who help
with translating several of their books. While there are several
in-house translators who are trained on the translation task,
the majority of books get translated by community translators.
These translators are mostly just altruistic bilingual speakers who
are interested in translating the books in their mother tongue to
provide children access to a wide volume of books in their mother
tongues. While interacting with these translators, we found out
that amateur translators may be translating in sub-optimal ways
as compared to their professional counterparts. For example,
they use openly available Machine Translation platforms such
as Google or Bing Translate to get an MT output, paste it on the
Storyweaver interface and then edit to get the final translation.
While translating to a non-Latin script language, they also often
rely on external apps for their transliteration needs. It can easily
be seen how such a long-winded process can severely reduce
the productivity of these community translators. Though this is
mostly an issue of bringing multiple features in one interface, we
gauge from our interviews that the choice of design can play a
huge role in improving the process.
• Creative Translations – As opposed to the standard translation tasks where the primary aim is to accurately exchange information, the story writing/translating task requires creative
and idiomatic use of sentences. MT systems are often trained on
data that are factual/journalistic in nature and hence are largely
incapable of generating creative translations on their own. Even
when using MT in a post-editing setup, the somewhat frozen
structure of the already output MT translations can inhibit translators from making it more creative. In such cases, it would be
ideal to provide a broad range of diverse word-level suggestions
which the translators can choose from.
• Wide Array of Languages – As already mentioned, Pratham
Books publishes storybooks in a wide array of languages. There
are some key issues with handling translations at the scale of
280 languages – (i) Most of these translations are carried out
by bilingual speakers who might not be equally proficient in
both languages. It is almost impossible logistically to obtain
professional translators or even train new ones for the different language combinations. (ii) MT systems work satisfactorily
only for a select few languages out of the box. The poor quality
of translations beyond the high-resourced languages results in
disfluent and incoherent sentence outputs. MT systems being
trained in a similar manner to a language model are really good
with next-word prediction. In this case, providing word-level
suggestions can help translators make more appropriate choices.
• Readability Grade - When publishing children’s storybooks,
the level of reading can vary significantly depending on the
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(a) The Encoder-Decoder setup which is modified such that instead
of previous words, the input from the user is forced into the system.

Santy, et al.

(b) With every key push, the suggestions are shown to the users
in two forms: full-sentence gist and two-word suggestions.

Figure 4: Free-text translation using Interactive NMT web application. When a character is entered by the user, it is sent as
forced input to the Neural Machine Translation system (4a) and the output from that is displayed as gists and dropdowns (4b).
grade which the student is studying at. The level of reading,
often known as Readability Grade, can differ in terms of the
vocabulary (simple or complex), the concepts (easy or difficult),
or the number of illustrations being used. Specific to our case,
Pratham Books employs a 4-scale system4 depending on the
complexity of the text. Having such differentiation would mean
that our proposed system should cater to the individual levels
with different design choices and constrain the vocabulary of the
system depending on the grade.

3.3

Previous Approaches

Previous approaches in MT have tried to address these challenges
albeit independently. MT has often been criticized for being literal without accounting for the stylistic adaptations required for
a particular task [65]. To address this, most of the previous approaches have worked towards style transfer for MT [75] such as
controlling for poetic rhymes [34] or politeness [86] or developing
personalized MT [81]. For controlling the readability level, previous
works depend on constraining the vocabulary of translations [89] or
have relied on post-hoc text simplification methods [100]. Factored
MT [53] also has been a common approach to control translation
outputs on rather fine-grained and granular factors. Such a method
can, for instance, help with alleviating gender bias or fixing word
sense disambiguation issues. One of the other factors while fixing
for style is to account for the domain or the context of translations. Domain adaptation is a prevalent area within MT [51, 92],
the primary goal of which is to introduce domain-specific translation vocabulary and has been mostly used for medical or legal
document translations.
To achieve the end goal of "solving" translation, MT as a system
should be able to carry out translations for several different combinations of languages. Performant MT systems require large amounts
of data and hence it is not completely viable for language combinations where the available data is scarce. To counter this issue, often
massively multilingual MT systems such as Aharoni et al. [3], Johnson et al. [44] are designed such that they are trained on multiple
4 https://storyweaver.org.in/reading_levels

language combinations at once which in turn allow for learning
shared multilingual representations. These shared representations
generalize across multiple languages and hence compensating for
the lack of data in low-resource languages [21, 26].
While these approaches have been researched purely from an MT
perspective, they have not been tested in an interactive translation
approach. Usually, the expectation in an interactive translation
method is for the translator to provide their own style rather than
enforcing it by controlling MT-generated translations.

3.4

Our Approach

To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we would ideally want a
system that allows for word-level suggestions which the translators
could choose from if they would like to. We take the tried and tested
route of guiding translators proactively through word-level suggestions. We use a prefix-based constrained decoding approach [49]
and build an interface that provides a full-sentence gist as well as
two-word suggestions in a dropdown format. We call this interface
"INMT". Figure 4 shows how the interface looks.
Machine Translation is considered as a sequence-to-sequence
task which traditionally uses recurrent neural networks (RNN) in
an encoder-decoder combination. To enable an interactive setup, we
take a constrained decoding setup wherein the user forces the MT
to condition its current predicted word based on their partial input.
Figure 4a shows how this setup works. For producing multiple
suggestions based on partial inputs from the user, we rely on beam
search decoding. It selects the most probable full translation for a
given input sentence. If and when the translator diverges from this
full translation, a new beam search is conducted from the partial
input prefix till the end of the sentence is encountered.
As can be seen from the interface, we provide suggestions in
two forms i.e. a full-sentence gisting and two-word dropdown suggestions. We alter the beam search parameters to achieve this. A
full beam search (i.e. till the end of the sentence) is conducted only
for the full sentence gisting. Whereas in the case of dropdown
suggestions, we truncate the beam search at a length of 2 words.
We preferred this design choice for dropdowns because decoding
full-length translations through beam search lack diversity [35].

Language Translation as a Socio-Technical System
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Figure 5: The performance of Interactive NMT on 3 different metrics – (a) Number of Keystrokes per character input (lesser
is better) (b) Time Taken per character input (lesser is better) and (c) Quality of Translation (greater is better). The first row
shows the difference across type of translators (Com (Community) or Pro (Professional) Translator) and second row shows
the difference across story levels ordered by their difficulty (L1 < L2 < L3).
The pilot studies however revealed the actual benefit of such a
design – (i) Providing a full-sentence gist meant that the translators
could start right away without thinking/constructing a sentence in
their head thus reducing the cognitive load (ii) A 2-word suggestion
setup was ideal as too lengthy suggestions can be difficult to read
in whole while too short of a suggestion would not give a sense of
where the translation is going.
Through multiple design iterations and feedback from our prepilot study, we narrowed down to certain combinations of keystrokes
which are naturally helpful for the translator while carrying out
the translations.
• Tab : To get the next word from the selection.
: To get all the words from the selection.

•

Enter ←↪

•

↑ ↓

•

Page ↑ Page ↓

: To alter the selection between multiple suggestions.
: To traverse from one sentence to another.

: To end the translation process and download the translated document.
We also provide mouse click functionality. The user studies suggested that more experienced translators and computer users preferred to not take their hands off from the keyboard whereas the
new translators tended to use only mouse clicks to navigate through
constructing the translations.
We use OpenNMT [48], an open-source neural machine translation toolkit to build the MT system.5 We write a new interactive
•

End

5 http://opennmt.net/

translation mechanism to accept the user input and do constrained
decoding, which is plugged on top of this toolkit. This helps in keeping up with the state-of-the-art models and other updates released
through the toolkit and still keeping the interaction functional.
OpenNMT being an established framework makes it easier for new
models to be trained easily. If the target language uses a non-Latin
script and users wish to use a Latin keyboard, the developer has to
add an API to help with transliteration. The web interface employs
REST API and sockets through which the real-time translations are
carried out. With each keystroke from the user, a request is sent
to the server and the existing request is invalidated. We tune the
reaction time to around 200ms based on our pre-pilot study to allow
users to adequately type their inputs before a request call is sent to
the backend.

3.5

Feedback

We conduct multiple user studies to understand the effectiveness
of mixed-initiative translations for this case. The user study is
conducted in the same setup where the community translators
contribute to translating storybooks for Pratham Books.
To get feedback on and improve our built system, we conducted
multiple iterative pre-pilot, pilot, and main user studies. Here we
describe our main representative user study which involved 10
translators working with Pratham Books and the feedback we received from them. We worked with only 10 translators as the overall
process was rather long and required multiple interview sessions
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with them to gather qualitative feedback. While recruiting translators and designing our user study, we maximize the number of
dimensions for which we could collect information. The dimensions considered in our study were as follows (I) 5 translators were
professional and 5 were amateur (II) 3 different language combinations/directions (i) English to Hindi (ii) English to Tamil (iii) Hindi
to English (of which we expand on (i)) and (III) 4 reading levels
(reduced to 3). We compare the interactive translation suggestion
approach with a baseline of providing no suggestion (BL) and with
the Post-editing approach (PE) where a preliminary MT output
is given such that the translators are required to edit and get the
required translations out of it. To measure the efficacy, we record
the performance of translators on 3 metrics viz. the number of
keystrokes per character input/translation (K), the time taken for
the same (T ), and the quality of the overall translation (Q). We computed Q [range: 0 to 1] against the ground truth stories using LASER
Embeddings [9] instead of the standard BLEU score metric in MT
[78]. BLEU score is based on n-gram overlap of terms between the
ground truth and projected translation, which does not function
well in this case because the translations are extremely creative
and therefore might have entirely different vocabulary although
having the same meaning. The basic hypothesis is that K and T for
mixed-initiative translations especially our interactive suggestions
interface (IT) should be drastically lower than the baselines i.e. PE
and BL. This is because suggestions are provided which makes it
easier for the translators to select them and breeze through without
typing anything. Figure 5 shows the performance of our system
along the described 3 dimensions. In summary, we can see that
Q improves a bit for IT when compared to BL and PE. Similarly,
there is a decent reduction in K for IT in comparison to BL and
PE. The T, on the other hand, does not alter much. We observed
that this was most likely due to the translators’ varying rates of
learning effect with the interface. It was generally observed that
the INMT/IT interface took more time to adapt as compared to PE.
As the number of data points is small, we cannot draw any further
conclusions as they would be statistically insignificant. Instead, we
conducted 45-minute in-depth interviews with each translator to
get their feedback on the different interfaces, their pain points, and
what they would like to see improved. In the rest of this feedback
section, we discuss both the qualitative and quantitative analysis
of our study.
Overall the translators enjoyed the new interactive NMT interface for several different reasons. We discuss in further detail as
follows:
• Amateurs vs. Professionals – We found that amateur translators have a very different requirement of suggestions than
professionals. In the case of professional translators, they are
already very adept at translating with very high accuracy and
efficacy. They opined that suggestions on the side in form of
bag-of-words would be much better than the current system of
aggressively providing suggestions through dropdowns at every input, and hence preferred reactive suggestions i.e. provide
suggestions only when needed. Whereas amateur translators
enjoyed the proactive suggestions offered by the current system and wanted even more help through the system such as
(an integrated dictionary) to help with their overall productivity.
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However, looking at the quantitative results, we can see that the
professional translators were much more efficient (both K and
Q) in using the IT system in comparison to the PE system. This
can probably be attributed to their years of experience in translation and using such translation software. One other observation
we made was that the professional translators were resistant to
change from their already highly productive translation setup.
For them adapting to a new interface would require a significant
change in their workflow. We also saw a difference of behavior in
the interaction input they used. Professional translators tended
to use keyboards more as opposed to amateur translators who
were using the mouse to select the suggestions and proceed with
the translation as usual.
• Help is not always required – The suggestions provided by
our system were useful to the translators but only some times.
Through our interactions with the translators, we were able to understand how translators go about translating each sentence. The
translator while thinking about a particular translation comes
up with an ideal translation (which follows a certain sentence
structure), before starting typing out on the computer. This occurred independently of the full sentence which was already
getting suggested as a gist. If the suggestions agreed with this
thought-out formation, it helped them with completing their
thought process and the subsequent translation was carried out
pretty quickly. However, if the suggestions countered their intuitive sense of translation, these suggestions completely threw
them off and they had to think from scratch. Hence, there would
be implications on when and how we show suggestions. The
interfaces (especially the suggestions) in the future should be designed keeping this in mind. The suggestions should only nudge
the translators when required not to force them.
• Story Level – The difficulty of conducting translations increases
as the level of the story increases and hence suggestions should
ideally be more appreciated as it is difficult and takes time to come
up with a translation. This means that the interactive translation
approach should ideally help the translators. However, contrary
to our intuition, we can see that our approach was much more
helpful to the translators for stories at initial levels. The reasons
cited by the translators were that the higher-level stories required
a creative edge which was missing from the suggestions. The
suggested translations were literal and mostly on point.

3.6

Design Feedback

Other the preliminary feedback that we received regarding our
interface, there were other observations which we made regarding
how future interface can be designed.
• Language of Translation – The language pair between which
the translation can severely influence the kind of interaction. One
of the primary factors being the word order difference between
two languages. Previous works have mostly worked around languages with a similar word order for eg. Translations between
romance languages and English. For example, CASMACAT[4], a
known tool in the Computer-Assisted Translation field, employs
a phrasal matrix that is heavily reliant on having the same word
order as that of the source sentence language. While probing
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for translators’ preference for such a design, they pointed that
such phrasal matrix will be confusing for language combinations
where the word order is different such as in our case. It was also
noted how having a different script can be problematic. We saw
that X to English translations were much easier as compared
to English to X where either there were keyboard issues or the
transliteration which we used weren’t good enough. In cases of
transliteration suggestion being provided, should translation or
transliteration be optimized for?
• Sufficient Context – Our initial prototypes used to display sentences to be translated individually. While this solves the job of
translating, the translators often struggled with getting context
in one go. We altered our interface to add the context of the story
on the side such that the translators can read and re-read the
story whenever required (when at a loss of context). However,
there were further design considerations that were prompted by
the translators. Instead of dividing the sentences into separate
boxes, can the translations be done within the story paragraphs
themselves? This could help with maintaining context at all times
without requiring to shift the gaze often. In addition to this comment, translators suggested that the paragraph can be divided
into a bunch of sentences (or phrases) rather than one sentence
which can allow better context. These features are undergoing implementation and would require considerable thought processes
such as how can a paragraph be divided in a way to maintain
relevant context. Translators also pointed out that showing the
individual illustrations can help with setting the context as is
done in the Storyweaver interface. While showing illustrations
is a specific case for our scenario, our interaction with translators revealed that in the existing systems, the text was always
free-text and never accompanied by the visual context where the
translation was being used.
• Type of Device – While conducting our user study, we noticed
how the devices being used can significantly impact the experience of the translators. As the translator group is heterogeneous,
we observed that they used laptops, desktops as well as IPads
and mobile phones. The ideal types of interaction would change
drastically between the types of devices. For example, desktop
users were less likely to combine keyboard and mouse inputs
when translating as compared to laptop users where the trackpad
is more easily accessible. Similarly, keyboard inputs are tougher
for mobile-like keyboards where touch-based inputs are more
useful such as through intelligent/autocomplete suggestions that
are shown on mobile keyboards.

4

II: CROWD-SOURCING FOR TRANSLATION
DATA IN LOW RESOURCE LANGUAGES

The interaction with translators on our interactive translations approach revealed several areas where machine-aided translations
can be helpful if designed carefully. In this case, we explore how
a mixed-initiative setup can be beneficial in crowd-sourcing for
translation data in low-resource languages. Machine-aided suggestions can move the focus from generating data from scratch to mere
correction (post-editing) and annotation, which is easier and faster
to accomplish.

Figure 6: Mobile phone translations using the INMT-Lite Interface. It is designed to gather crowd-sourced translations
in a quick way by providing suggestions at every step.

4.1

Background

Gondi is a language spoken by the 3-million strong Gond Community situated and spread across 8 states in Central India. However,
compared to its counterpart languages spoken at a similar scale,
Gondi is severely under-resourced in terms of data available. This
can be attributed to several factors such as the language not being
taught at school, the language not having its prevalence in print
media as well as the non-standardization of the language itself
due to its assimilation with native languages of different states.
Although these causes are fairly responsible for the continued withering of the language, the ubiquity of language technologies and
their applications have exacerbated this issue. Language technologies such as translation systems, social media apps, or even mobile
keyboards mostly cater to only resource-rich languages which are
thus forcing the youth of the community to migrate to these more
popular languages. The most crucial requirement for building language technologies is the data. While data is not readily available in
the case of Gondi, the community is very willing to crowd-source
this data for the betterment of technologies especially translation
systems which are important for information exchange. To enable
faster and easier collection of data through crowd-sourcing, we
want to understand how a mixed-initiative crowd-sourcing can
work in this scenario.

4.2

Challenges

Our aim is to be able to collect data required for translation through
the means of crowd-sourcing within the community. As crowdsourcing is already a long and arduous process, we were interested
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in understanding how a mixed-initiative approach can work in
this case. However, before developing any solution towards it, we
worked along with the Gondi community to figure out the challenges which we would face when deploying an app for mixedinitiative crowd-sourcing.
• Low-resource language – As already stated, Gondi is a severely
under-resourced language for one that is so widely spoken. Joshi
et al. [46] in their analysis places Gondi as part of the class 0
set of languages which means that they are beyond redemption
unless there is a focused effort put in reviving the resources for
that language. While there have been previous works that have
aimed at collecting data in Gondi through crowdsourcing, they
are pretty slow in obtaining translations which means that it will
take a long time to bridge this gap [67]. Without enough data to
train the MT systems, the generated translations can be subpar
to the extent that some of them can even be incomprehensible.
Here is where taking a mixed-initiative approach can help. The
translations produced by suboptimal MT systems are usually
good to the next word though are incapable of producing fulllength coherent translations. These word-level predictions can
thus be used to provide suggestions to the users.
• Lack of Personal Computers – Situated in the tribal regions
of India, the Gond community is off the radar from having access
to technological advances such as personal computers. This also
means that the community is mostly digitally illiterate. However, the Indian telecom market has suddenly boomed with the
introduction of cheap mobile internet and phones. This has led
to mobile phones proliferating to every nook and corner of India and becoming a ubiquitous device among households. This
means that mobile phones can be used for the purpose of effective crowd-sourcing of translation data. Being handheld and thus
available at the disposal whenever required makes it convenient
for users to use it at any time. Moreover, there is a huge potential of gamification of the process such as using in a language
learning setup such as in the case of Duolingo [95] and Google
Bolo.
• Network Connectivity – Even though mobile phones are ubiquitous among these communities and are served by a decent
network for voice calls, the network bandwidth, and overall connectivity is of poor quality. This issue can be a bottleneck for
dispensing real-time suggestions through network calls which
is essential for the current mixed-initiative approaches to translation. One of the ways to mitigate this issue is to build offline
models which can allow for a model to be deployed into the
user’s phone.

4.3

Previous Approaches

Crowd-sourcing for language resource development has been a
well-studied area of research and work [71, 104]. Much of it has
depended on offering monetary incentives via platforms such as
Mechanical Turk [16]. However, there are significant limits to the
data acquired in this manner, such as no incentives to collect data
for low-resource languages [25] or to collect data that is globally
representative due to scaling issues. To address such issues, attempts
have been made to collect data through alternative incentives such
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as through citizen science [1, 29, 67]. Mixed-Initiative approaches
have also been used recently to collect data where annotators are
primed by an AI agent to quicken the annotation process [7, 70, 87].
This approach has been extended to active learning setups where
the collected data is used to train the model on the fly [6, 79]. To
counter limited storage space, easy installation across multiple
devices as well as for real-time ML applications, ML models are
sometimes deployed through the browsers [88]. Such a mechanism
is also useful to counter network connectivity issues. However,
larger models are required to enable better predictions and hence
these local models are often used in a federated learning approach
where there is a regular update of the global model based on the
gradients from the local model [101].

4.4

Our Approach and Feedback

We extended the INMT platform by taking into account the key
challenges which this scenario posed. INMT-lite is an android application and framework developed to train and develop a mobile
version of the original INMT system described in §3. INMT-lite
was designed with two unique features: (i) Ability to use the INMT
tool with a low-resource device like a smartphone. This included
designing a user interface for smart-phone that allowed for the
collection of translation data in a gamification setup. (ii) Allow
usage of the tool in a low network bandwidth environment by
deploying an offline MT model on the phone. The initial design
considerations included dropdown suggestions similar to previous
approaches (as shown in Figure 6). The most challenging issue was
of deploying a fully capable MT model to the smartphone. As OpenNMT at the time only included state-of-the-art models which are
heavy on memory and latency, we took a basic approach of constructing a sequence-to-sequence Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
from scratch using tf-lite [88]. This model was trained with 20,000
Hindi-Gondi sentences and with 360,000 English-Hindi sentences
to compensate for the extremely low-resource Hindi-Gondi combination. The model size was approximately 70MB as opposed to the
original 1GB models and hence could easily fit in a mobile device.
While gathering feedback from the community, it was understood
that displaying suggestions in a bag-of-word manner was more
desirable to enable more seamless interaction between typing and
selecting suggestions. Their suggestion on the design choice was
understandable as it was mentioned that the suggestions were used
in a passive sense as the suggestions sometimes were incorrect and
not the words which they desired for.

5

III: INCORPORATING VISUAL CONTEXT
DURING TRANSLATION

We learned from our usual interactions with translators that providing as much background as possible may lead to better translations.
Visual context is the most easily captured of all the contexts and
is rarely employed in current translation settings. During our general interactions with translators, we realized that providing as
much context as possible can lead to better translations. Of all the
contexts, visual context is the most easily capturable one which
is scarcely used in the current translation setups. Through this
case, we explore how mixed-initiative translations can be helpful
to conduct translations taking visual context into account.
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Background

Rekha6 leads a Language Service Provider (LSP). LSP is an entity that offers services related to languages and this mostly includes translation and localization of content to multiple languages.
The whole process of translation includes multiple stages starting
from listing down the client’s expectations, preparing a quote, then
preparing the documents before the translation takes place, handing the documents over to multiple translators in their network,
collecting the translations back, and getting it proofread and finally
delivered. Rekha is frequently collecting feedback to understand
how the process can be smoothed out for translators and clients.
There are a couple of issues that exist with the current setup which
we discuss as part of the challenges.

5.2

Challenges

One of the key pain points which they face while translating is
the lack of visual context while translating the documents. Often
the translators are tasked with translating free-flowing text devoid
of the document structure. This is further amplified for cases like
webpage localization where the texts that are required to be translated are less than 5 words such as "About Us", "Events" which can
have different meanings in varied contexts. Moreover, contextual
information such as the length of the translation required, or understanding pictorial references are not available and can lead to
suboptimal or erroneous translations. This is where translating the
document in-situ can help. Not only does this help with error-free
translation, but also allows eliminates the copy-editing segment of
the translation process which can be often tedious. We outline and
describe these challenges in more detail as follows:

हमारे बारे म(

हमारा काम

उलझना

घटनाओं

दक
ु ान

about us

our work

entangled

incidents

shop

शा5मल हो

काय89म

Figure 7: Words or phrases taken out of context can lead
to erroneous translations. As seen here, the translation API
does not where and how the word is being used (no visual
context) and hence can provide with any one of the possible
number of synonymous translations of a particular word.
• Lack of Visual Context – It is sometimes difficult to understand
the context in which a particular translation is required. It is even
harder to provide these abstract contexts to an MT system. Figure
7 shows an example where sentences taken out of context can
result in erroneous translation. Given that the words appear on
a menu bar, they have certain meanings associated with it. As
can be seen, the translation API produces translations without
understanding the context of where it is being used. This results
in erroneous translations which do not fit the given context, but
can be fixed by a human mediator who can select one of the
many synonymous translations produced.
6 name

fictionalized

Each child for a joyful
story book

Joyful story books for
every child

Figure 8: Not taking the structural context (in this case, the
phrase highlight) into account produce incorrect translations. In such cases, human intervention is required to fix
the formatting in the correct way to show the translated
phrase in the most optimal way possible.
• Preserving Webpage Structure – HTML documents are inherently structured documents which means that the elements of
the page are divided into blocks. Such a block system is used for
purposes like formatting the document consistently. The existing
translation systems mostly work take free-text as input and are
not able to parse such structured formats easily. When these
structured phrases are converted to free text form to carry out
translations separately, the HTML structure is lost which can
sometimes result in erroneous translations. Figure 8 shows an
example of the same where translating between languages with
different word orders can be difficult. Translation is carried out
for the following text in form of a nested HTML element “Joyful
storybooks for every child" where there is an formatting/styling
emphasis on “every child". With automatic translation, each element gets translated individually which results in a flawed sentence structure which when back-translated means "Each child
for a joyful storybook".

5.3

Previous Approaches

Previous approaches to localization have often involved large-scale
translation through online MT systems. However, in addition to
the lack of visual context, there is almost no appropriate sentence
context as well. Most of the sentences/phrases for such cases are
very short [72]. Hence, most of the efforts have included humans in
the loop at some point such as through post-editing [31] or through
suggestions [64].
Providing visual context has also been tackled before. Popular
machine translation software such as SDL Trados, Screen Match [55]
rely on displaying screenshots for the corresponding translations. Leiva
and Alabau [62] shows how in-situ translations can help immensely
with accurate contextual translations [82]. Lack of such visual context can lead to several translation issues like misgendering (English
is non-gendered, other languages are), misinterpretation of words
if appearing more than once and other such issues [72] [90].

5.4

Our Approach and Feedback

We build an interface through the means of a browser extension
(javascript) that allows for such in-situ translations of web pages.
Figure 9a shows the interface carrying out an example translation.
The translator will be able to select any text element present on
the webpage including menus and buttons which will then popup
a modal. The modal includes the already translated output based
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(a) The Interactive NMT Browser Interface. Users can select specific text on the webpage which needs to be translated.

(b) Working of the Interactive NMT Browser Plugin. This plugin works
completely on browser as an extension making the installation easy.

Figure 9: Webpage translation using Interactive NMT Browser Plugin. The visual context provided by the surrounding texts
and images enables translators to interactively fix the automatic free-text translations obtained from a translation API.
on the present sentence which the translator can choose to change.
In addition, the modal provides multiple metrics to judge the final translations. The extension can work on any webpage. Once
a translator is finished with the translations, they will be able to
send it to the LSP in form of a markup which can further be proofread/analyzed, and finalized. In addition to helping with visual
context, there are some unique benefits that such a system offers.
For example, there is no longer a need for the internationalization
of web pages thus making them universally applicable. Also, given
that this application runs entirely within the browser without reliance on any external specialized software, there is huge potential
to democratize translation collection.
The initial qualitative feedback which we received through a
pilot interview for our system was favorable. We showed the app
to a different LSP from the one with whom we did the need-finding
interview. They noted how prior approaches to localization were
time-consuming since they were required to capture screenshots
for each instance that requires translation. Often, there were brief
phrases like "Read More," which required more visual context, such
as placement on the page than just screenshots or words. They
suggested that such a system could also be ported for PDF document
translations where such visual contexts can be helpful for plot
legends or translating annotated figures.

low-resource languages, and (iii) to aid with highly contextual translations during webpage localization. It is already clear how diverse,
though, extremely specific MT applications can be. The use-cases
that we cover are fairly limited as compared to the many challenges
which exist in the real world. There are several other communities
which would require MT in a unique setup to address these challenges [91]. For instance, as already discussed in our introduction,
how can we facilitate a smoother use of MT in contexts such as during crisis which handles just bilingual speakers who have probably
never translated, who are often remote and the translation process
demands for a faster turnaround. There are many more conceivable
socio-demographic situations or obstacles while adopting MT, and
it would be nearly impossible to list them all in one go. However, a
plausible solution to this problem is to have a coordinated effort
between the NLP and HCI + CSCW + DEV communities to design
and develop human-centered MT. It is especially crucial for the
NLP community to be cognizant of the societal needs of translation
and not be a victim of the McNamara Fallacy i.e. relying solely on
metrics in complex situations and losing sight of the bigger picture.
It is important to understand that the translation and exchange of
information is the end-goal of the process and everything else such
as boosting quality for MT does not mean anything if they do not
work in the real world.

6

6.2

It is important to identify different socio-demographic contexts
where technology use can differ. Through our paper, we do the
same by highlighting three use-cases that make use of Machine
Translation but in 3 entirely distinct ways altogether. To re-iterate,
we saw how MT is used as a suggestion tool (i) to boost the productivity of amateur translators, (ii) to collect translation data for

In NLP and other similar data-driven fields like Machine Learning
and Computer Vision, there are often benchmarks that allow for
comparison between the performances of different models. While
such goal-setting has resulted in enormous advancement in the
field, such a race (and flag-planting) has can be harmful in a variety
of ways. First, as Ethyarajah and Jurafsky (2020) [28] suggest, there
is a utility mismatch between the leaderboard and the practitioners
in the field. For instance, an NLP practitioner can care about the
latency or the robustness of the model while the leaderboards focus

RECOMMENDATION FOR MT AS A
SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEM
6.1 Mapping Socio-Demographic Contexts with
Technical Needs

Optimizing Machine Translation for
different metrics

Language Translation as a Socio-Technical System

mostly on ranking through accuracy and quality while not capturing the metrics which can be useful in the real world. Choudhury
and Deshpande discuss how leaderboards tend to reward the models which perform on the bases of sheer size and often disregard
how it can prove to be unfair for a subset population where it is
being deployed to [19]. When it comes to diversity and practical
usefulness of the metrics, Machine Translation (MT) fares much
better compared to other NLP tasks. The tasks released by WMT
(Workshop for Machine Translation) are often used to judge the
quality of MT models, which include several metrics of evaluation.
Furthermore, every iteration of WMT introduces new language
pairs in their shared tasks including low-resourced languages, such
as English-Kazakh, English-Lithuanian, English-Gujarati in WMT
2019. There are also several other tasks where the MT models are
evaluated such as the robustness, automatic post-editing, etc. It
is known that automatic metrics such as BLEU and METEOR are
often bad proxies of actual quality. Thus, even when a system performs as good as human translators on these metrics (that is to
say “the system achieves human parity"), actual human evaluation
of the system often shows that they are much inferior to human
translations [17, 59]. This is sufficiently realized by the community
and there is a quality metric hunt every year which looks for new
metrics that correlate with human performance better.
As already discussed through our work, we observed that the
majority of the state-of-the-art models were not suitable for our
scenario. To obtain relatively acceptable translation quality, these
models required huge quantities of data (millions of parallel sentences per a language pair) and were computational and memory
intensive. Developing the optimal MT model was an iterative and
time-consuming process of experimenting with several models and
finally narrowing down to one. Aside from size and latency, there
are numerous other metrics that might have real-world societal
implications, such as the uncertainty and interpretability of the
model prediction, bias in the model, or robustness[83]. Re-iterating
the example which we took in the earlier section of the paper,
in a high stakes situation such as conversing with law enforcement it is desirable to understand the uncertainty of the predicted
translation as opposed to a benign task like ordering food. Fortunately, leaderboards in NLP and related areas are working towards
integrating specialized metrics such as model efficiency [69], robustness [24, 54] and social biases [73, 74]. Similar to our observations,
it was observed for EfficientQA that the model architecture of 5MB
models differed significantly in comparison to the ones which were
unrestricted in size.

6.3
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play [97, 102] as well as active learning approaches in several NLP
tasks such as MT [36, 40]. In a social scenario, such a setup will
allow the model to learn over time without re-training the model
for new instances. Some such examples include active learning
through crowd-sourcing for low-resource data [6] or mitigating
social biases in the model through crowdsourcing [105]. In our
experience of deploying models for Gondi, we saw that collection
of data can help underpowered MT systems (trained only on 20,000
sentences).
Humans can also learn while interacting with machines. For
instance, Duolingo collects translation data while users are learning a new language through the app [95]. Using assistive writing
tools can also enable humans to learn language passively through
interaction with suggestions. These suggestions can help with discovering new idioms and commonly used phrases in a particular
language [20]. From a social perspective, we observed through our
field studies that the younger generation of the Gondi Community is
not fully aware of certain lost words in Gondi which were replaced
with borrowed words from other languages. Having a machinein-the-loop system can help with getting hold of new words in
the Gondi language which can also help with language rejuvenation. Future work can also focus on building seamless interfaces
for collecting multilingual data through video games or systems
like reCAPTCHA [96]. It can be otherwise difficult to collect such
data at scale even with crowd-sourcing mechanisms. Such data is
important to bridge the resource gap in NLP without which there
is a risk of many languages getting extinct [46].

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose how language translation should be
treated as a socio-technical system as there is a sufficient overlap between translation, people, and the community at large. One
of the ways to achieve this is to make use of existing approaches
like mixed-initiative interactions which already work at the interface between people and technology. We describe through multiple
socially motivated use-cases how the mixed-initiative translations
can not only help with solving some of the technical challenges
but also aid with mitigating some of the social challenges. While
we limit ourselves to the three use-cases, we believe that they are
sufficiently broad to cover several subsets of communities that
face similar social challenges. Through our observations and interactions with multiple communities, we also put forward some
recommendations which can further help with bridging the gap
between the challenges faced by all four pillars of a socio-technical
system.

Better Mixed-Initiative Translations

Previous approaches in mixed-initiative translations including ours
have mostly looked at how machines can help humans or vice-versa
(aka machine- or human-in-the-loop) while achieving the common
goal of translation. However, one of the lesser-explored directions
in mixed-initiative translation interfaces is that of how both humans
and machines can learn during the process thereby setting up an
alternate personal incentive. Interactive Machine Learning and
Active Learning are areas that look at machine learning through
human interaction. Specific to NLP, there have been attempts at
a machine that learns language through games which humans
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